Major Defence Exhibitions 2022

Exhibitions in EU Member States (non-exhaustive list)

**BSDA, Defense, Aerospace and Security International Exhibition**
May 18-20
Romania, Bucharest

**HEMUS, International Defence Equipment and Services Exhibition**
June 1-4
Plovdiv, Bulgaria

**EUROSATORY**
June 13-17
Paris, France

**ILA, Berlin Air Show (new hybrid concept)**
June 22-26
Berlin, Germany

**MSPO, International Defence Industry Exhibition (30th edition)**
Sept 6-9
Kielce, Poland

**EURONAVAL Defence and Maritime Exhibition**
Oct 18-21
Paris/Le Bourget, France

**Future Forces, International Defence Exhibition**
Oct 19-21
Prague, Czech Republic
Exhibitions in non-EU Member States (non-exhaustive list)

**Singapore Air Show**  
Singapore  
Feb 15-18

**DIMDEX, International Maritime Exhibition & Conference**  
Doha, Qatar  
Mar 21-23

**DSA, Defence Services Asia, Exhibition & Fair**  
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia  
Mar 28-31

**FIDAE, International Air & Space Fair**  
Santiago, Chile  
Apr 5-10

**SOFEX, Special Operations Forces Exhibition & Conference**  
Amman, Jordan  
Oct 31-Nov 3

**CANSEC**  
Ottawa, Canada  
June 1-2

**FARNBOROUGH, International Airshow**  
Farnborough airport, Hampshire, UK  
Jul 18-22

**AAD, Africa Aerospace and Defence**  
Tshwane, South Africa  
Sep 21-25